Short Term View

Committee Working Groups

Information Technology and Communications Subgroup

Our role is to develop staff and student training, meeting content, for use in the University’s Information Technology Department.

Chair: Professor M. Smith

Human Resources Subgroup

We are responsible for the development of a framework for the recruitment of staff and students to the University’s Human Resources Department.

Chair: Dr. L. Brown

Curriculum Development Subgroup

We are responsible for the development of a curriculum for the University’s Curriculum Development Department.

Chair: Professor J. White

Annual Review Subgroup

We are responsible for the development of an annual review for the University’s Annual Review Department.

Chair: Dr. H. Black

Supporting Staff Group

We are responsible for the development of a supporting staff group for the University’s Supporting Staff Department.

Chair: Professor S. Green

Research and Development Planning Subgroup

We are responsible for the development of a research and development plan for the University’s Research and Development Department.

Chair: Dr. K. Brown

Project Planning Group

We are responsible for the development of a project planning group for the University’s Project Planning Department.

Chair: Professor L. White

Supporting Staff Group
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